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Current Events with Frank Damon 
Doelger Senior Center has been fortunate to have Frank Damon leading both our Current Events and 

History discussion groups for the last 6 years. During this time of physical distancing due to the COVID-19 

pandemic, Frank is sharing his current events discussion topics online. Starting on Monday, January 4, 

2021 at 1:30 pm Frank will offer Current Events discussion groups each Monday on ZOOM.  
 

Daly City Active Adult/Senior Services invites you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 
Topic:  Current Events with Frank Damon 
Time:  1:30 pm – 2:30 pm every Monday 
Join Zoom meeting with following link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87222786510?pwd=d0VucFhGYzhMMXVhSUNJTmdFWDNwdz09 
Meeting ID: 872 2278 6510 

Passcode: 724368 
 

Frank received his BA degree from the University of San Francisco with a dual major in Political Science 

and American History. He also earned his MA in Political Science and teaching credentials at USF. Over the 

course of his career, Frank taught in the San Mateo Union High School District and at Marin Catholic High 

School, Terra Nova High School, Golden Gate University, College of San Mateo, Skyline College and 

Canada College. 

If you are interested in joining Current Events with Frank Damon, please  go to 

www.dalycityseniors.org/current-events or contact Frank directly at frankdamon@my.smccd.edu.. 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87222786510?pwd=d0VucFhGYzhMMXVhSUNJTmdFWDNwdz09
http://www.dalycityseniors.org/current-events
mailto:frankdamon@my.smccd.edu.


Man in the News
He is a 50-year-old professional golfer from the United States. His nickname is “Lefty.”

He grew up in San Diego, California. He learned to golf as a child by mirroring his father’s
swing, so he plays left-handed even though he is naturally a righty.

He turned professional immediately after graduating from college. Since then, He has
won 45 events on the PGA Tour, including wins at the Masters, the British Open, and the PGA
Championship. He also makes millions of dollars every year by endorsing products. On May
23rd, he won my second PGA Championship by two strokes. This makes him the oldest golfer
ever to win one of the four major golf championships.

(Phil Mickelson.)







Survivors of Tulsa Massacre sue for Reparations
May 31st and June 1st of this year mark the 100th anniversary of an event known as the

Tulsa Massacre. This horrific event took place in Greenwood, a Black neighborhood of Tulsa,
Oklahoma, in 1921. It involved a white mob burning and looting this neighborhood, destroying
more than a thousand buildings and killing as many as 300 Black people there.

Although once almost forgotten, this 100-year-old tragedy is now back in the news. Many
people learned about it for the first time in 2019 from an episode of the hit HBO show “The
Watchmen.” And last fall, several survivors of this tragedy launched a lawsuit against the city of
Tulsa and other area institutions. They are seeking reparations not just for the massacre itself, but
also for the longtime neglect of the Greenwood neighborhood that followed. What are
reparations? (Payments and other help to compensate for past wrongdoing.)

Recently, three survivors of the Tulsa Massacre testified to the House Judiciary Panel
about their experiences and their lawsuit. Viola Fletcher, who is 107 years old, and her younger
brother Hughes Vann Ellis, who is 100, both traveled to Washington D.C. for this hearing. Lessie
Randle, a 106-year-old woman known in Greenwood as “Mother Randle,” testified via computer.

These people shared their memories of the tragedy, and the effect that it had on Tulsa’s
Black community. Their lawsuit hinges on the idea that the city turned Greenwood from a
flourishing center for Black business into an area that is still economically depressed today. As
Hughes Vann Ellis said, “We’re not asking for a handout.… We are asking for justice for a
lifetime of ongoing harm, harm that was caused by the massacre.”



In the early part of the 20th Century, Black people weren’t allowed to own property in
white areas in Tulsa due to Jim Crow laws. These local laws were enacted in the late 19th and
early 20th century in the Southern U.S. and enforced racial segregation there until 1965. For this
reason, many Black people looking to make money in the region’s thriving industries moved to
the allBlack neighborhood of Greenwood.

The neighborhood became one of the most financially successful Black communities in
the U.S. It included several restaurants, movie theaters, a library, newspapers, and churches. By
the 1920s, Greenwood was often called “Black Wall Street.”

As the area gained more wealth, Greenwood’s borders began to expand, along with its
population. Greenwood’s white neighbors grew resentful; several complained to city leaders
about Black families and businesses moving into what had traditionally been white areas.

On May 30th, 1921, tensions flared up. A young Black man named Dick Rowland
worked in a downtown Tulsa building as a shoeshiner. Rowland is shown here in his high school
yearbook, holding the basketball. While leaving an elevator operated by a white female teenager,
Rowland tripped and accidentally grabbed the young woman’s arm. A store clerk reported this
incident, and rumors flew that a sexual assault had taken place. Although the girl herself refused
to press charges, Rowland was arrested the next morning. When hundreds of white Tulsans
gathered at the courthouse where Rowland was being held, many Greenwood residents feared a
lynching. A group of 50 to 60 Black Greenwood residents arrived at the courthouse with
shotguns to support the police force protecting Rowland. What happened later that night would
become one of the most significant instances of racial violence in U.S. history.



White Tulsa residents went home to get their own guns. Tensions outside the courthouse
between the two groups led to a gunfight in which ten white people and two Black people were
killed. When this news spread to the rest of Tulsa’s white community, a full-on riot broke out.
During the early morning hours of June 1st, white residents began looting and burning
Greenwood homes and businesses, and shooting at Black people; some white residents even
began to attack the neighborhood using airplanes. Eventually, National Guard troops managed to
stop the riot — but not before significant damage had been done. The mob burned down 1,256
homes, and killed as many as 300 Greenwood residents. They also destroyed 191 businesses,
including schools and the city’s only hospital that would accept Black patients. Here you see a
man walking through the remains of a city block. What do you think life was like for Greenwood
residents after this?

The massacre ended “Black Wall Street” forever. It is estimated that it caused between
$50 million to $100 million in property damage , but local governments did not help to rebuild
the area. Instead, policies were implemented that led to the further decline of Greenwood. The
city of Tulsa and the state of Oklahoma downplayed this terrible event. As a result, the Tulsa
massacre was largely ignored. But it remained fresh in the memories of those living in the area
and their descendants. Finally, in 2001, the state of Oklahoma created a commission to
investigate the massacre. This effort was able to locate 100 living survivors. The commission
recommended that Oklahoma pay reparations to the families. To this day, however, no one has
received reparations of any kind. In 2008, the state of Oklahoma created the John Hope Franklin
Reconciliation Park to commemorate the event.



New technology allows paralyzed man to type by thinking about writing
Scientists at Stanford University have recently announced major breakthroughs in the use

of a technology that could help paralyzed people type using their minds.
The new technology is nicknamed “mindwriting.” The two main scientists involved in

the study are shown below. They recently completed a clinical trial to study the use of something
called “brain-computer interfaces,” or BCIs. These are small computer chips, roughly the size of
an aspirin, that are surgically implanted into the brain. These implants read electrical signals
created by the brain and send that information to a computer. The new trial focused on one
participant who lost all movement below the neck after a spinal cord injury more than ten years
ago. After receiving the brain implants, the participant was instructed to imagine that he was
holding a pen over a piece of paper. He was then instructed to imagine writing out individual
letters. The signals sent by his brain during this process were then interpreted by computer
programs. The process allowed the man to “type” by simply thinking about the act of writing.

In the study, the scientist found that the technology could correctly translate the paralyzed
man’s writing with 94 percent accuracy. And while there have been many different technologies
created to help paralyzed people communicate, experts believe mindwriting could be a major
breakthrough. But much more research is necessary before the program is available for wider
use. Because the technology involves implanting computer chips in the brain, scientists will need
to further prove that it is safe and effective.



The technology used in the mindwriting trial is only one of the many ways scientists are
attempting to use technology to improve the lives of people with disabilities. Below, you see a
list of several new technologies designed to help disabled people.

Cochlear implants are small electronic devices that stimulate the cochlear nerve, which is
used for hearing. These devices can provide a sense of sound to those who are deaf or extremely
hard of hearing. While these devices have existed for some time and are used commonly today,
scientists are working to make them better. New versions of the implants can monitor brain
waves to help users focus on specific sounds while quieting background noise.

Two new technologies are being used to help give people with paralysis more mobility.
The first uses electrical pulses sent to stimulate areas of the spine and muscles in the legs. This
technology has helped two men, who were both paralyzed in separate accidents nearly ten years
ago, regain the ability to stand and walk short distances.

Another major breakthrough is the bionic exoskeleton, which is a wearable robotic frame
that helps users regain mobility. You can see an example of a bionic exoskeleton below. One of
these devices helped a man who was paralyzed from the waist down regain the ability to walk.
Experts believe these devices could one day replace wheelchairs.

Additionally, scientists in several different countries are working on electronic gloves that
can translate sign language into speech. These gloves track hand movements, which are then
translated into sound.



New Amazon TV series explores an alternate history of the Underground Railroad
Amazon Prime Video recently released a new television series called “The Underground

Railroad.” Have you seen it? If so, what did you think? The poster for the show is shown here.
The show takes place mostly in the southern United States during the 1800s. It follows two
runaway slaves named Cora and Caesar as they travel across the country in an attempt to find
freedom. The show borrows from the literary style of “magical realism.” (A style in which a
realistic narrative is combined with elements of the fantastical or surreal.)

“The Underground Railroad,” portrays the reality of life for Black people and enslaved
people during the 1800s, showing the violent and miserable conditions many were forced to
endure. But it presents an alternate version of the past as well. Unlike the real Underground
Railroad, the show depicts the railroad as a real, vast underground network of train tracks,
stations, and trains used to transport runaway slaves. The show was written and directed by
acclaimed filmmaker Barry Jenkins. Jenkins is best known for his 2016 film “Moonlight,” which
won that year’s Oscar for Best Picture.

The show is based on a novel of the same name published in 2016 by author Colson
Whitehead. After its release, the novel was highly praised and won some of the most important
awards in publishing, including the Pulitzer Prize and National Book Award. Whitehead has said
that he based some of the book on the real-life stories of famous runaway slaves including
Frederick Douglass and Harriet Jacobs. Another influence on the novel was Jonathan Swift’s
1726 work “Gulliver’s Travels,” which tells the story of a sea captain who travels to fantastic
lands where he meets a cast of unusual characters including giants, pirates, and sorcerers.



The real Underground Railroad was a secret series of homes, farms, caves, churches, and
other safe hiding places where runaway slaves could stop for help, shelter, or food. These stops
along the Underground Railroad were often called “stations.” In the image below is a list of other
secret terms used by people who used the railroad.

Since the stations were secret, there aren’t good records showing where they were. Many
communities around the country have discovered that homes and businesses in their towns
served as stops along the railroad. The arrows on the map here show some of the general routes
that slaves traveled when they escaped along the Underground Railroad. The pink states on the
map didn’t allow slavery, but the light green states did. From the map, in what direction did most
slaves travel to escape? (North.)

While many slaves went to cities in northern states, others went all the way to Canada,
because slavery was illegal there. Other slaves escaped into Mexico or the far western U.S.
territories. Historians say about 50,000 slaves used the railroad to escape between 1830 and
1860. One of the most famous escaped slaves is Harriet Tubman, shown here. After escaping
from slavery in Maryland, Tubman used the Underground Railroad to help about 70 other
enslaved people, including members of her family, escape slavery. She became one of the most
notable “conductors” on the Underground Railroad and was known for her extraordinary courage
and expertise. The railroad ended in 1861, when the Civil War broke out.





Massive conservation project in Belize aims to protect jaguars
Recently, the government of Belize, along with non-profit groups, and others, have come

together to create a massive conservation effort known as the Belize Maya Forest project.
Looking at the map, where is Belize? (In Central America, bordering Mexico and Guatemala.)

The project will protect more than 236,000 acres of endangered tropical rainforest. The
Belize Maya Forest project and another conservation area known as the Rio Bravo Conservation
Management Area will account for almost 9 percent of all land in Belize. These forests will now
be protected from land clearing by private logging and agriculture companies. Environmental
experts have praised this new project because these tropical forests are biodiversity hotspots.
What does biodiversity mean? (The variety of living things in a given space.)

The area is home to 200 different species of trees, more than 400 bird species, as well as
many unique mammals like spider monkeys and pumas. But the project is also important because
it will help protect some of Central America’s most iconic animals including jaguars and ocelots.

Experts say that Central America’s jaguar population has declined 20 to 25 percent since
the 1990s. The species has been considered near threatened by the International Union for
Conservation of Nature since 2002. The population declines are mostly the result of habitat loss
resulting from deforestation.

Studies have found that jaguars prefer densely forested areas undisturbed by human
activity. The new conservation area will create a large corridor of protected land where jaguars
and other important species can thrive without human interference.



Jaguars are the third-largest species of wildcat in the world. WIth only two species being
larger (Lions and tigers.) They are the largest cat species in the Americas. As you can see on the
map, jaguars live in Mexico, Central, and South America. They used to live in some U.S. states,
like Arizona and New Mexico, but they have lost half of their historic range. Most jaguars have
orange fur with black spots. What other big cat do they resemble? (Leopards.) But jaguars and
leopards are different species. They both have spots, but a jaguar’s spots, or rosettes, have spots
inside them. Some jaguars are black, with barely visible spots, like the one shown here. This dark
color is the result of a condition called “melanism.” In the ancient cultures of Central and South
America, the jaguar was seen as a symbol of strength.

Jaguars have very powerful jaws, which they use to kill their prey. In fact, jaguars have
the strongest bite in the cat family relative to their size. This allows them to take down large prey
such as tapirs or giant anteaters. Unlike most cats, jaguars love water and are good swimmers.
From nose to tail, jaguars are between 5 and 8 feet long. The average lifespan of a jaguar is
around 15 to 20 years. Most of that time is spent alone, except during mating.

Jaguar kittens stay with their mothers for about one year before they go off on their own.
These large cats need a range of between 20 and 50 square miles to hunt their prey. They are
excellent hunters and usually attack by staying hidden and then ambushing prey. They eat deer,
crocodiles, snakes, turtles, fish, and most anything else they can catch. And while they are
mostly solitary, when jaguars do get together, they often roar to communicate. Male jaguars roar
to warn off other males from their territory. Most big cats like jaguars have the capability to roar,
but unlike housecats, they aren’t able to purr.



Country of the Week: Uganda
Uganda is a landlocked nation in East Africa. Which nations surround it? (South Sudan,

Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, and the Democratic Republic of the Congo.) More than 47 million
people live in Uganda. Uganda has some mountains on its eastern and western borders while the
center of the country is mostly covered in flat highlands.

It is home to gorillas, elephants, and many other animals, as well as more than 1,000
species of birds, including the grey crowned crane. The grey crowned crane is Uganda’s national
bird, and it is often seen as a symbol of the country. The grey crowned crane is even depicted on
Uganda’s flag. What do you think the colors on Uganda’s flag stand for? (Black represents its
people, yellow for Africa’s sunshine, red for blood and brotherhood.)

Much of the southern border of the country is formed by Lake Victoria, one of the largest
lakes in the world. Uganda’s capital, Kampala, is located on this lake. Why do you think this lake
is important to the country’s economy? (Uganda uses Lake Victoria to ship goods to Kenya and
other countries.) Kampala is the capital of Uganda and the largest city in the country. More than
six million people live in and around the city. Kampala is home to the largest university in
Uganda, Makerere University, and it contains theaters, museums, and other cultural institutions.
All of Uganda’s major banks and many of its largest businesses are headquartered in Kampala,
and the city is very important to the country’s economy. Uganda is rich in mineral resources, and
it is also famous for its coffee, the nation’s top export. However, Uganda still has a lot of poverty,
and one out of every three Ugandans lives on just $1.25 per day or less.

The president of Uganda is Yoweri Museveni. Museveni has been in office since 1986,
making him one of the longest-serving leaders of any country in the world.



Many ancient kingdoms were located in this area. The country’s name comes from the
largest of these, the Buganda Kingdom. The Kasubi Tombs, large burial sites for the rulers of the
Buganda Kingdom, still stand in Kampala today and are seen as a typical example of native
Ugandan architecture.

In 1894, Britain united all of Uganda into a protectorate. A protectorate is a type of
colony where the colonized country gets to keep some power but is ultimately controlled by
another country. Uganda became independent in 1962. English remains one of two official
languages. The other is Swahili. In 1971, the man shown at top seized control of the country.

Idi Amin ruled Uganda through fear and force. He ordered the deaths of journalists,
political opponents, and members of certain ethnic tribes. He also started unnecessary wars with
other nations. His reign ended when Tanzania invaded the country in 1979.

Life is not easy for many Ugandans, especially women. Girls are less likely to go to
school than boys, but they are expected to do more of the day-to-day work. Many women work
more than 15 hours a day, while men work 8 to 10 hours on average. Today, Uganda is stable and
free of war. For this reason, it is a major destination for refugees, especially from its neighbor
South Sudan. In the last few years, Uganda has taken in about 1.1 million refugees, and even
helps adults find jobs. Will this help Uganda in the long run?

Kanzu, a type of embroidered white robe, is considered the traditional style of dress for
men in southern Uganda. In this same region, women traditionally wear the gomesi, a
floor-length colorful dress. The kanzu and the gomesi are worn at weddings and other special
events.



This Week in History
This week, we celebrate Memorial Day, a day to honor U.S. troops who have died

fighting in wars. Some trace the origins of Memorial Day to the weeks after Abraham Lincoln
was assassinated. When was Lincoln shot? (April 14th, 1865.)

On May 1st, 1865, many newly freed African Americans gathered in Charleston, South
Carolina to sing at a cemetery for Union soldiers and decorate their graves with flowers. This is
often known as the First Decoration Day.

The man shown at right is John Alexander Logan, a top general in the Union Army
during the Civil War. After the war, he was the head of the Grand Army of the Republic, an
organization for Union veterans. In this role in 1868, Logan issued a proclamation establishing
Decoration Day to be observed every year on May 30th. It was observed for the first time on
May 30th, 1868. According to some stories, this date was chosen because it was not the
anniversary of a battle. Others say it was chosen because flowers would be in bloom. Which
seems more likely?

Originally, Decoration Day was set up to honor Union soldiers only. Soon, a Confederate
Memorial Day was established. The celebrations for Union and Confederate soldiers were
separate for many years. As time went on, and the U.S. became involved in conflicts like the
Spanish-American War and World War One, Decoration Day grew to include ALL U.S. soldiers
who died in battle. It was not until 1967 that the day was officially re-named Memorial Day by
federal law. Now on Memorial Day, people all around the country place flowers and wreaths on
graves, and gather for parades. The parade shown here was held in 1942. What do you think
people here were thinking about? (Probably World War Two, which the U.S. had just entered.) In
1971, Congress officially declared Memorial Day a federal holiday, and it is observed every year
on the last Monday in May.



Remembering When...
Young people are often surprised to learn that we were once able to survive without

television, the internet, and portable music. But many of us can still recall the golden age of
radio. Do you remember sitting around a radio with your family listening to your favorite
programs? Did you have a standalone radio that looked like this, or a tabletop radio? What
memories do these pictures bring up for you?

People first started to purchase radios for home use in the 1920s. In 1922, the number of
radio stations went from four in January to 576 by the end of the year. And when the national
networks began in 1926 and 1927, people all across the U.S. could listen to the same programs at
the same time. Do you know what the first two national radio networks were? (NBC and CBS.)

But the 1930s, 40s, and 50s are really considered to be the “golden age of radio.” During
these decades, listeners had their choice of a wide variety of radio shows. It was exciting to listen
to radio programs. Actors had to convey all their feelings using their voices, the sound effects
had to be perfect — and most of the shows were performed live! Listeners had to provide their
own images of what was going on through the power of imagination. And there were many
different kinds of shows including westerns, quiz shows, detective shows, and children’s shows.
Radio was a great medium for crime and detective shows. Do you remember the names of any of
these shows? (“The Shadow,” “Gangbusters,” “Martin Kane, Private Eye,” “Ellery Queen,”
“Dragnet,” “Boston Blackie,” to name a few.) One of the great opening lines from the show “The
Shadow” began “Who knows what evil lurks in the hearts of men?”. Do you remember the
answer to that question? (The Shadow knows.)

Children and adults also loved listening to shows like “The Lone Ranger,” “The Aldrich
Family,” and “Baby Snooks,” starring the great Fanny Brice. And many of us would huddle
together in the dark to listen to spooky shows like “Inner Sanctum,” “Suspense,” and “Lights
Out.” Could radio shows be even scarier than TV suspense shows because they left more to the
imagination?



Comedy shows were also plentiful. Everyone loved to laugh along with comedians like
George Burns and Gracie Allen, Jack Benny, and Abbott and Costello, as well as programs such
as “Fibber McGee and Molly” or “The Great Gildersleeve.” The 1950s saw a whole new kind of
satirical radio comedy with Stan Freberg’s parodies and Bob and Ray’s banter. What did you
think was the funniest radio show? Many women were drawn to some of the first soap operas on
the air, such as “Guiding Light” and “Today’s Children.” Do you know why they are called “soap
operas”? (The earliest ones were sponsored by soap companies and other businesses that catered
to women who were home managing their households.) Quiz and game shows were also very
popular. Do you remember shows like “Break the Bank,” “Stop the Music,” or “Truth or
Consequences”?

Radio was also the perfect way to hear our favorite music, from pop songs to classical
works to country music. Radio news programs were also very important. These broadcasts were
crucial for keeping people informed about what was going on around the U.S. and the world.
This was especially true during World War Two and the post-war period.
























